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Attention

Under Construction - This page is currently being actively worked on, and may contain incomplete information.
Overview
The game centers around the corruption and seduction of the women that you, the player, associate with over the course of a summer term working as a lab assistant. While working in the lab you discover and refine a serum that lowers the inhibitions of the women in your life. Turn them into your personal sluts or public whores, you can also make them cum hungry so they thank you for every load.

It's currently still under development (with a promised Lab Rats 2 coming in the future)

Characters
- You - A third year chemical engineering student, brought onto the lab team to help keep the equipment working.
- Nora - The lab director. Science is her passion, and she runs her small lab with enthusiasm.
- Stephanie - A graduate student and fellow lab assistant. She has been Nora’s right hand girl for years.
- Mom - Your mother. Without your father she works long hours to make sure you and your sister can both earn a university education.
- Lily - Your younger sister. She also goes to the same university for History, but unlike you has the summer off.
- Alexia - A classmate from last semester. She seems to be interested in seeing you more over the summer.

HUD Overview
When playing the game there are some information displays to aid in playing, most of this information is always available aiding in achieving the major and minor scenes

Date and Money
Top left shows the current Day, overall the game completes in 120 days Money - the amount of money the main character has

Influence
Bottom left shows the current Influence (slut_score) for each woman in the game The number in parenthesis is the current resistance score For example:

Mom: 60 (10)
This shows that Mom has a slut_score of 60 (making her a major slut) and a resistance score of 10

Info
The top right contains the notebook, which is a screen overlay

* Top page of the notebook notes the serum stock and supplies (a copy of what is always on screen)
* Each character has a page that lists the following
  - Influence, which also notes the text label for their level
  - Training, if any
  - Resistance, which also notes the text label for their resistance score
  - How many times they have performed the various sex scenes
    - Stripped for you
    - Gave a handjob
    - Titfucked them
    - Gave a blow job
    - Had sex
    - How many times the main character has cum
      - Onto her
      - Inside her
      - Came in her mouth
      - Made her swallow the main characters cum
    - Notes, collected game notes received while playing
  - Return, goes to the top page, a second click closes the notebook

Serum
The bottom left notes the Serum Inventory and Supplies

* Blue Serum
* Purple Serum
* Red Serum
* Serum Supplies

Serum Walkthrough

Blue Serum
#Easiest to make, but has no extra effect on their Influence when used. +0 temp

- Get access to online resources by talking to Nora in the afternoon
- On computer at home Access the online biology journals

Purple Serum
#Requires access to the lab alone to make and some money for supplies, but raises the targets Influence temporarily when used. +15 temp

- Need to know Blue Serum
- Find Stephanie at work (this is in the mornings when Nora is not yet in)
- Ask Stephanie if she knows anything about the drug you are using
- Stephanie will email papers at night
- On computer at home Read through research papers Stephanie sent you

Red Serum
#Requires assistance in the lab to make, money, and special supplies, but raises the targets Influence a lot when used. +30 temp

- Visit the Lab at night when Nora is there
- Talk with Nora
- Ask Nora about your new Serum research
- Nora’s Influence must be > 40
- She will create a temporary account for you
- On computer at home Post to online science group asking for details
To make:
- Stephanie needs to be available as your lab assistant
- Talk to Stephanie in the morning, when Nora is not there
- There is an event with Stephanie where you convince her to help you
- Occurs when she talks to you about missing inventory
- Must have already done the Blue Serum testing event with Nora
- Requires 2 doses of the Blue Serum and some supplies
- Make with Stephanie

Character Scenes
Characters have a few different types of scenes

- Minor Scenes - random short events that occur in each location
- Major Scenes - random long events that occur in each location
- Hub Scenes - Each character has Hub Scenes these are repeatable events that provide the bonus of lowering resistance when completed. As raising Influence also increases their Resistance these Hub Scenes can be used to offset sex scenes with making the characters more susceptible to serum. The variations with the Hub scenes change the higher the Influence score providing more sex positions, or more choices on where to cum.
- Beach Scenes - when inviting a character to the Beach, after day 40 (see more below)
- Training Scenes - these occur when trying to change a character into a Public Slut or a Cumslut

Introduction
The introduction sets up the overall game. There are a few places to earn points through:

- Lily - choosing "Sure, if you know anything about Graham Wallas's insights into creativity I'd love to hear it." earns +1 Influence
- Alex - meeting her on the bus the MC ends up falling into her and grabbing a tit
  "Pull away and apologize." +5 Influence
  "Give them a squeeze." +3 Influence
- Mom - with Mom there is a progression that needs to happen
  "Actually mom, I was planning to take this summer off to recharge for next year." > "I know money is tight right now, so I don't mind paying rent anyway mom." +3 Influence
  "It seems like a great opportunity!" > "Ta, I could even help out with some of the bills for the house." +2 Influence
  At this time Nora and Stephanie do not have any Influence points to earn in the intro

Mom

Mom is single, and working hard to provide a life for you and your sister.

Mom Hub Scenes
Her scenes are found nightly and on weekends by talking to her

- Strip for you, Influence > 20
- Influence > 50, Show off for me or Touch yourself, Influence > 30
- Handjob, Influence > 50
- Cum in Mom's or in Mom's mouth
- Ask for a titfuck, Influence > 50
- Influence > 70, Mom licks your cock
- Influence > 80, Take over and fuck her tits
- Cum on her tits, face, or mouth
- Influence > 90, Cum down her throat
- Let Mom continue and cum on her tits, face, or mouth
- Ask for a blowjob, Influence > 70
- Skullfuck Mom, Influence > 90, then cum down her throat or on Mon's face
- Let Mon keep going and cum in her mouth or on her face
- Fuck her, Influence > 80
- Have Mon ride you, then cum inside, on Mon's face, or on her body
- Doggy Style, Influence > 100 then cum inside, on Mom's face, or on her ass
- Anal Mon, Influence > 130 then cum inside, on Mon's face, or on her ass
- Give Mon some serum and train her (see Training Scenes)
- Just chat like a good son (nothing happens)

Mom Minor Scenes
Mom wakes you up, occurs in the main characters bedroom during the Morning when choosing go back to sleep:

- Influence < 50, Mon gives a handjob
- Influence < 70, Mon gives a titfuck
- Influence < 85, Mon gives a blowjob
- Influence > 85, Mon rides your cock

Mom sleeping, she comes to the main characters room to sleep

- Influence < 45, nothing other than cuddling
- Influence < 85, Mon grinds her ass into your hard on
- Influence > 85, Mon fucks you in the spoon position
Mom interrupts Porn Watching, occurs in main characters bedroom when using the computer to look at porn
- Influence < 10, Mom is startled
- Influence < 40, Mom looks but is not surprised
- Influence < 70, Mom helps with a blowjob
- Influence > 70, Mom fucks you like the video
- Influence > 85, cum inside otherwise cum all over her ass

Mom catches you watching Lily masturbate and gives you a handjob, this is a random event when watching Lily masturbate, there is no variation to this

Mom Major Scenes
- Movie with Mom (Friday, Saturday, and Sunday evenings only)
- Mom removes her shirt
- Mom gets naked, Influence > 15
- Mom gives you a handjob, Influence > 30
- Mom gives you a blowjob, Influence > 45
- Hold her down on your cock or let her know you are going to cum
- Fuck Mom on the couch, Influence > 60
- Can cum inside her, on Mom's tits, or on her face
- Also can cum in her mouth then make her spit it on her tits, or swallow it all
- Spike Mom's drink at night (this is an overnight event, it only occurs after you go to sleep)
  - Mom removes her shirt
- Mom gets naked, Influence > 15
- Titfuck Mom, Influence > 30
- Can cum in her mouth, on Mom's face, on her tits, or down her throat
- Mom rides you on her bed, Influence > 60
- Can cum inside her, on her face, or in Mom's mouth
- Mom in the shower
  - Stay in the shower while she strips
- Stay and watch her shower, Influence > 15
- Handjob with Mom in the shower, Influence > 30
- Blowjob from Mom in the shower, Influence > 45
- Blowjob from Mom in the shower, Influence > 45
- Can cum down her throat, on her face, or on her tits
- Fuck Mom in the shower, Influence > 60
- Can cum inside her, in her mouth, or on her ass

Mom Beach scene
Mom has a beach scene similar to other serum scenes
- Mom strips for you
- Mom poses while you masturbate, Influence > 15
- Have her tell you she is a slut, Influence > 60
- Mom gives a handjob, Influence > 30
- Mom gives a blowjob, Influence > 45
- Fuck Mom, Influence > 60
- Can cum inside her or on her ass

Lily
Lily is your sister.

Lily Minor Scenes
Lily Masturbating, open her bedroom door and find her masturbating
- Occurs when Influence > 35
  - If Public Option active will be more at ease about the main character coming in
  - Longer cum scene if Influence > 60 or Public Option is active

Peeping on Lily, open her bedroom door and find her searching for something under her desk
- Occurs when Influence > 15, only see her bending over and panty shot
- When Influence > 25 can knock on the door frame and enter the room
- If Influence > 60 or Public Option active she invites main character in to cover her ass in cum

Lily interrupts Porn Watching, occurs in main characters bedroom when using the computer to look at porn
- Influence < 10, Lily is startled and leaves
- Influence < 40, Lily does nothing, but doesn't leave
- Influence < 70, Lily offers a blowjob
- Influence > 70, Lily fucks you like the video
- Influence < 60, Lily lets cum go to the floor
- Influence > 70, Lily has sex
  - Influence > 85 or Public Option active, Lily is a cumdumpster, otherwise cum over her ass

Search Lily's Room
- Influence < 10, find normal underwear
* Influence < 30, find some sexy lingerie
* Influence < 60, find a vibrator and sexy lingerie
* Influence > 60, find a pair of vibrating panties

**Search Lily's Computer**

* Influence < 10, Lily is taking to boys, nothing special
* Influence < 30, Lily sent a nude to a boy
* Influence < 50 or Public Option not active, Lily sent masturbation pictures to a boy
* Influence < 70, Lily blows a boy and swallows and has a picture
* Influence > 70, Lily is doing gangbangs and has a picture

**Lily Sleeping, she comes to main characters room to sleep**

* Influence < 45, light cuddling, sleeping with clothes on
* Influence < 85, heavy petting, finger Lily until she comes
* Influence > 85, fuck Lily, if Public Option is active Lily moans loud enough to wake Mom

**Lily walks in on main character playing video games**

* Influence < 30, Lily comments on the game sarcastically then leaves
* Influence < 60, bet Lily a handjob
* Influence > 45, Lily lets cum go to the floor, otherwise cum on her tits
* Influence < 60, Lily bets that main character can't play while getting a blow job
* Influence < 60, cum on Lily's tits or face
* Influence > 75, Lily is doing gangbangs and has a picture
* Can either focus and cum in her mouth, or cum inside her

**Lily Hub Scenes**

* Ask Lily to visit the beach, Influence > 20 and no one has been invited to the beach (also Beach must be unlocked, happens are Day 40)
* Ask Lily to strip for you, Influence > 30
* Influence > 50 Lily can change into White or Black Lingerie
* Get a handjob, Influence > 35
* Influence > 45 can ask Lily to strip
* Can cum on Lily's tits or face
* Influence > 75 can cum in Lily's mouth
* Influence > 65 can also cum down Lily's throat
* Titfuck Lily, Influence > 55
* Influence > 65 ask Lily to lick your cock while you fuck her tits
* Influence > 75 can cum in Lily's mouth, otherwise between Lily's tits
* Influence > 75 can grab Lily's tits and fuck them yourself
* Influence > 80 can cum all over Lily, otherwise on Lily's face
* Influence < 80, call Lily to lie on the floor to fuck her harder
* Influence > 80, cum down Lily's throat, otherwise on her face
* Influence > 130 (or a Cumslut and Influence > 100) cum on the floor and have Lily clean it up
* Blowjob, Influence > 70
* Influence > 90, have Lily deepthroat you.
* Influence > 90, cum down Lily's throat, otherwise in her mouth
* Influence > 90 skull fuck her
* Hold Lily down longer the higher her Influence the levels are 95, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 125 - the longer you hold her down the more she cums when you do
* Influence > 95 cum down her throat, otherwise on her face
* Fuck Lily, Influence > 85 (has multiple positions)
* Bend her over the bed and cum inside her or over her
* Fuck her on the bed and cum inside her or over her
* Influence > 110 can anal Lily and cum inside her ass or over her ass
* Give her some serum and train her (see Training Scenes)
* Just talk with her (nothing much happens)

**Lily Major Scenes**

* Movie Event, Lily has an extra ticket and no one has been invited to the beach (also Beach must be unlocked, happens are Day 40)
* Flash her tits
* Influence > 40, Lily watches the movie with her tits exposed
* Get Lily's panties, Influence > 15
* Handjob, Influence > 30
* Blowjob, Influence > 45
* Can either surprise her and cum down her throat or warn her
* Sit on your lap and fuck Lily, Influence > 75
* Cum down her throat, or on her face
* Can cum inside her, or in her mouth
* Spike Lily's drink overnight (Night random event, occurs after you go to sleep)
* Lily takes off her pajamas
* Lily tries on different outfits while you masturbate, Influence > 15
* Handjob, Influence > 25
* Blowjob, Influence > 40
* Can cum in her mouth or on her face
* Fuck Lily, Influence > 60
* Can cum inside her or on her stomach
* Spike Lily's drink in morning (Morning event, this is selected from Mom's Monday morning list)
* Have Lily remove her dress
* Have Lily get naked so you can masturbate, Influence > 15
* Blowjob, Influence > 40
* Fuck Lily on the counter, Influence > 65
* Cum inside her, or in her, or down her throat
* Lily in the Shower
* Can stay in the room while she strips
* While Lily has her shower, Influence > 15
* Handjob from Lily while she showers, Influence > 30
* Blowjob from Lily while she showers, Influence > 45
* Cum down her throat, or on her face
* Fuck Lily in the shower, Influence > 60
* Cum inside lily, or over her

**Lily Beach Scene**

* Influence < 30, find some sexy lingerie
* Influence < 60, find a vibrator and sexy lingerie
* Influence > 60, find a pair of vibrating panties

* Influence < 10, Lily is taking to boys, nothing special
* Influence < 30, Lily sent a nude to a boy
* Influence < 50 or Public Option not active, Lily sent masturbation pictures to a boy
* Influence < 70, Lily blows a boy and swallows and has a picture
* Influence > 70, Lily is doing gangbangs and has a picture
Lily has a beach scene with the serum that is similar to the Hub scene

- Lily flashes her tits
- Lily gets naked, Influence > 15
- Titfuck Lily, Influence > 30
- Can warn her before you cum or don’t warn her
- Otherwise you cum between her tits
- Blowjob, Influence > 45
- Fuck Lily, Influence > 60
- Can cum inside her, on her tits, or on her face

Nora

Nora runs the Lab, she is a researcher looking into the serum that you eventually use for your own aims.

Nora Minor Scenes

Walk-in on Nora, this takes place in the Lab at Night

- Influence < 50, Nora is not wearing a shirt
- Influence < 70, Nora is only wearing her panties
- Influence > 70, Nora is naked and touching herself, can help her out by fingering her or licking her pussy

Nora Pantie Play, this takes place in the Afternoon when Nora and Stephanie are out of the Lab for a little while. Choosing Search Nora’s Desk, and Play with Nora, starts this scene

- Event 1 - Play with Nora for awhile getting her excited and lowering her resistance. Nothing more happens while Stephanie is there. This leads to event 2.
  Alternatively return the remote afraid you will get in trouble with Nora
- Event 2 - Play with Nora for awhile getting her excited, Nora sends Stephanie out of the Lab while she cums, this also lowers her resistance.
  Alternatively return the remote afraid you will get in trouble with Nora

Nora texting has a few events that can happen

- Influence < 40, Nora is driving with nothing more
- Influence < 70, Nora poses with a black baby doll
- Influence > 70, Nora sends a video of her playing with a dildo

Nora needs some furniture moved, this usually happens during the Afternoon on the Weekends

- Event 1, move the wardrobe out of her room, see her move some clothes and underwear out, nothing more
- Event 2, Nora appears at the door dressed casually wears the lingerie while emptying out the wardrobe, gives a blowjob without moving the wardrobe
- Event 3, Nora appears at the door dressed in lingerie, offers a short show then fucks you as a reward
  * Can cum inside her, over Nora or in her mouth

Nora gets pulled over and calls you, this is a Night event that happens when at your house

- Nora calls to invite you to go shopping
  * Influence < 70, she invites you to go shopping for a new outfit
  * Influence > 110, she invites you to go shopping for lingerie
- Then gets pulled over, and leaves her phone on so you can see and hear
  * Influence > 65, Nora takes the ticket
  * Influence < 85, Nora gives the officer a blow job and gets a facial
  * Influence > 85, Nora fucks the cop to get out of the ticket
  * Influence > 110, the cop pulls her panties off and doesn’t use a condom before cumming inside
  * Otherwise Nora fucks the cop with a condom and he cums inside

Nora dressed as a schoolgirl

This is a straight scene with no variation other than cumming inside her or over her

Nora Hub Scenes

Her scenes are found when talking to her in the lab at night

- Ask Nora to strip, Influence > 20
  * Influence > 30 Nora can show off or touch herself
  * Influence > 50 Nora can change into a Black Babydoll, Swimsuit, or strip completely
- Handjob, Influence > 35
  * Influence > 50 can choose to cum over Nora's tits or face
  * Influence > 60 cum in her mouth
- Titfuck Nora, Influence > 50
  * Influence > 70, Nora licks your cock
  * Influence > 85, take over and Fuck Nora's tits and cum between her tits, on her face, or in her mouth
  * Influence > 100, cum down Nora's throat
  * Let Nora keep going and cum on her tits, face, or in her mouth
  * Otherwise cum in her hand
- Blowjob, Influence > 70
  * Influence > 85, take over from Nora
  * Cum down her throat or on Nora's face
  * Let Nora keep going
  * Cum in her mouth and tell her to swallow or spit it on her tits
Nora Major Scenes

- Blueberry Serum, takes place in the afternoon in the Lab
  - Nora takes off her shirt
  - Nora gets naked, Influence > 10
  - Nora gives you a blowjob, Influence > 35
  - Nora bends over and you fuck her, Influence > 50
  - Can cum inside her, on her ass, on her face, or in her mouth
- Science Party (this is a random night time only event, must meet her in the Lab for this to occur)
  - Nora takes off her shirt
  - Nora gets naked and dances on the table, Influence > 15
  - Nora gives you a handjob, Influence > 30
  - Nora gives you a blowjob, Influence > 45
  - Fuck Nora in the conference room, Influence > 60
  - Can cum inside her, on her face, in her mouth, or on her tits
- Nora comes to study with you (weekend only event, must text her to get this random event)
  - Nora removes her shirt
  - Nora gets naked, Influence > 15
  - Nora gives you a handjob, Influence > 30
  - Nora gives you a blowjob, Influence > 45
  - Can warn her you are going to cum or let her keep going
- Fuck Nora on your bed, Influence > 60
  - Can cum inside her, on her ass, or in her mouth

Nora Beach Scene

Nora also has a beach scene similar to the regular serum scene

- Nora strips for you
- Nora poses while you masturbate, Influence > 15
- Nora gives you a handjob, Influence > 30
- Nora gives you a blowjob, Influence > 45
- Can cum in her mouth or on her face
- Fuck Nora, Influence > 60
  - Can cum inside her on her ass

Stephanie

Stephanie is a grad student who is working in the Lab with you.

Stephanie Minor Scenes

Stephanie sends sexts

- Influence < 10, nothing to show
- Influence < 20, tit flash
- Influence < 50, naked
- Influence < 70, giving a tit job to another guy
- Influence > 70, having sex with another guy at a party

Stephanie is hot in the lab happens during the Morning only

- Influence < 40, wearing bright pink panties and bra
- Influence < 50, only wearing bright pink panties
- Influence < 80, Stephanie is naked and gives you a blowjob
- Influence > 80, Stephanie is naked and you fuck her
- Either cum inside her or in her mouth
- Influence > 80, an alternate choice is to do nothing then offer to help her with a load in her mouth
- Or do nothing and leave the lab

Stephanie wakes you up from a nap, happens on campus when you take a nap (this is a random event)

- Influence < 20, Stephanie startles you
- Influence < 40, Stephanie holds her tits on your face, she is still clothes
- Influence < 60, Stephanie holds her bare tits on your face, you lick a nipple
- Influence > 60, Stephanie gives a tit job

Stephanie and you go to the stockroom, Nora sends you so this happens in the Afternoon in the Lab (this is a random event)
Stephanie Hub Scenes

her scenes are found when talking to her in the lab in the morning (before Nora arrives)

- Ask Stephanie to strip, Influence > 20
- Influence > 30 Stephanie can show off or touch herself
- Influence > 50 Stephanie can change into Lingerie, Swimsuit, or be Naked
- Handjob, Influence > 35
- Influence > 50 can choose to cum over Stephanie's tits or face
- Influence > 70 cover her face or in her mouth
- Influence > 90 slam your cock down Stephanie's throat
- Influence > 60 cum in her mouth
- By default Stephanie will jers you off onto the floor
- Titfuck Stephanie, Influence > 50
- Influence > 70, Stephanie licks your cock
- Influence > 80, take cover and fuck Stephanie's tits and cum between her tits, on her face, or in her mouth
- Influence > 100, Stephanie sucks on your cock after to clean it up
- Influence > 100 cum down Stephanie's throat
- Let Stephanie keep going and cum on her tits, face, or in her mouth
- Otherwise cum between her tits
- Blowjob, Influence > 70
- Influence > 85, grab Stephanie's head and take over
- Cum down her throat or on Stephanie's face
- Influence > 115 (or Cumslut and Influence > 80) cum on the floor and have Stephanie lick it up
- Let Stephanie keep going
  * If you promised her cum then you get different responses when cumming in her mouth or on her face
- Fuck Stephanie, Influence > 80
  * Have Stephanie sit on your cock and cum inside her, in her mouth, or on her body
  * Influence > 100, fuck Stephanie doggy style
  * Cum inside her, in her mouth, or on her ass
- Influence > 150, Anal Stephanie then cum inside her, in her mouth, or on her ass
- Give Stephanie some serum and train her (see Training Scenes)
- Chat about the lab (nothing happens)

Stephanie Major Scenes

- Spike Stephanie's drink (during the Morning in the Lab)
  * Stephanie removes her shirt
  * Stephanie gets naked and dances, Influence > 15
  * Stephanie gives a blowjob, Influence > 35
  * Can cum in her mouth, on her face or on her tits
  * Fuck Stephanie on the lab bench, Influence > 51
  * Can cum inside, on her tits, on her face or in her mouth
- Play Tennis with Stephanie (this takes place Sunday mornings only, must text Stephanie and it will be an option)
  * Stephanie shows off her tits
  * Stephanie masturbates while you play, Influence > 15
  * Stephanie masturbates with the racket, Influence > 30
  * Stephanie gives a blowjob, Influence > 45
  * Can cum down her throat or earn her and cum in her mouth
  * Fuck Stephanie on the tennis net, Influence > 60
  * Can cum inside her, on her ass, in her mouth or on her face
- Meet Stephanie at the party (this is a random event, to trigger text her during the week then text her again on Friday or Saturday night)
  * Grope her on the dance floor
  * Stephanie Stripshow, Influence > 15
  * Stephanie gives a handjob in the bedroom, Influence > 30
  * Stephanie gives a blowjob on the couch, Influence > 45
  * Fuck Stephanie on the couch, Influence > 75
  * Can cum inside her, in her mouth, or on her face
- Convince Stephanie to be your assistant (needed to be able to make Red Serum, only happens during the Morning in the lab)
  * This is a random event that triggers after the Blue Serum event in the lab, this gives Stephanie to help you make serum
  * Have Stephanie show off her tits
  * Have Stephanie get naked, Influence > 15
  * Stephanie gives you a handjob, Influence > 30
  * Stephanie gives you a blowjob, Influence > 45
  * Stephanie licks you on a chair, Influence > 60
  * Can cum inside her, in her mouth or on her tits

Stephanie Beach Scene

Stephanie has a serum event at the Beach, much like the regular serum event

- Stephanie flashes her tits
- Stephanie gets naked, Influence > 15
- Stephanie gives a handjob, Influence > 30
- Stephanie gives you a blowjob, Influence > 45
- Can cum on her face or in her mouth
- Fuck Stephanie, Influence > 60
- Can cum inside her or on her ass

Alexia

Alexia is a classmate of yours, frequently encountered on the bus or on campus.
Alexia Minor Scenes

Alexia sends sexts

* Influence < 30, sends pictures of sexy math equations
* Influence < 50, sends pictures of her tits and sexy math equations
* Influence < 70, sends a few nudes
* Influence > 70, Alexia is too horny, can select she fucks herself with a vibrator or dildo

Alexia tells you about her porn site

* Influence < 30, she flirts a little
* Influence < 50, bares her tits and plays with her nipple
* Influence > 50, tells you about her porn site

Visit Alexia's porn site

* Influence < 50, debug message to Vren about how you got to this scene since it's not possible in the way you did it
* Influence < 60, Alexia in lingerie
* Influence < 70, Alexia masturbating or Alexia sucking your cock (if you have done that, and taken pictures prior to accessing this scene)
* Influence > 70, Alexia masturbating in public, or pictures of you two fucking (if you have done that, and taken pictures prior to accessing this scene)

Help Alexia with Porn pictures

* Influence < 70, Alexia blows you and you cum on her face
* Influence > 70, Alexia fucks you and you cum inside her

Alexia wakes you up from a nap, happens on campus when you take a nap (this is a random event)

* Influence < 20, Alexia startles you
* Influence < 40, Alexia grabs your crotch
* Influence < 80, Alexia gives a handjob
* Influence < 85, Alexia blows you
* Influence > 85, Alexia and you have sex on the bus

Alexia on the bus happens at Night when going home

* Influence < 15, nothing special happens
* Influence < 50, Alexia and you have sexy talk
* Influence < 70, Alexia gives you a handjob
* Influence < 85, Alexia blows you
* Influence > 85, Alexia and you have sex on the bus

Alexia Hub Scenes

Her scenes are found when talking to her in the morning by wandering with her (going to the library)

* Ask Alexia to visit the beach, Influence > 20 and no one has been invited to the beach (also Beach must be unlocked, happens are Day 40)

* If invited can cancel invitation to take another girl, or cancel your plans

* Ask Alexia to strip, Influence > 20

* Influence > 30, Alexia can show off or touch herself
* Influence > 50, Alexia can change into Pasties and Miniskirt, Bikinis, or be Naked
* Choosing the Pasties and Miniskirt offers additional options, since Alexia is naturally an exhibitionist
* Influence > 70 can walk around campus with her
* Influence > 90 walk to the food court
* Influence > 100 can get a gangbang going with you fucking Alexia while everyone else enjoys her tits and mouth. Cum inside her on her face
* Handjob, Influence > 35
* Influence > 50 can choose to cum over Alexia's tits or face
* Influence > 80 cum in Alexia's mouth
* Influence > 60 cum in her mouth
* By default Alexia will jerk you off onto the floor
* Titfuck Alexia, Influence > 50
* Influence > 70, Alexia licks your cock to lube you
* Influence > 80, take-over and fuck Alexia's tits and cum between her tits, on her face, or in her mouth
* Influence > 110, Alexia doesn't clean up your cum puts on her clothes, and hurries to class
* Influence > 90 cum down Alexia's throat
* Let Alexia keep going and cum between her tits, on her face, or in her mouth
* Otherwise cum between on Alexia's hand
* Blowjob, Influence > 70
* Influence > 85, grab Alexia's head and take over
* Cum down her throat or on Alexia's face
* Let Alexia keep going and cum on her mouth or on her face
* Fuck Alexia, Influence > 80
* Have Alexia sit on your rock and cum inside her, on her face, or on her body
* Influence > 100, fuck Alexia against the wall
* Cum inside her or in her mouth
* Influence > 130, Anal Alexia then cum inside her or on her ass
* Influence > 140 cum down her throat
* Give Alexia some serum and train her (see Training Scenes)
* Chat about school (nothing happens)

Alexia Major Scenes

* Spike Alexia's coffee (takes place in the Coffee Shop on campus)
Alexia Beach Scene
Alexia has a beach scene that is like the usual serum scene

- Alexia flashes her tits
- Alexia strips for you, Influence > 15
- Alexia gives you a titjob, Influence > 30
- Alexia gives you a blowjob, Influence > 45
- * Can cum in her mouth or on her tits
- * Can cum inside her or on her face
- * Takes a selfie with your cum, Influence > 85
- * Takes a selfie with your cum, Influence > 90
- Alexia helps out as a lab subject (takes place at campus during the morning when you invite her to the lab)
- * Alexia removes her shirt
- * Alexia gets naked, Influence > 15
- Alexia gives you a handjob, Influence > 30
- Alexia gives you a blowjob, Influence > 45
- * Can cum in her mouth, make her swallow or spit it on her tits or on her face
- * Can cum inside her, in her mouth, on her ass, or on her tits
- Alexia shopping at the mall (this is a random event during the weekend when asking Alexia what she is doing)
- * Have her change outfits in front of you
- * Have her try on underwear in front of you, Influence > 15
- * Get a titfuck in the changing room, Influence > 30
- * Get a blowjob in the changing room, Influence > 45
- * Cum in Stephanie's mouth, Influence > 85
- * Cum in Stephanie's mouth, Influence > 90
- Nora and Stephanie caught in the lab at night (Night only scene)
- Influence > 80, they are scissoring (rubbing their pussies together)
- * Cum in Stephanie's mouth (she will share with Nora) or cum on Nora
- Mom and Lily Movie
The movie event only happens on Friday, Saturday or Sunday. To start in the evening talk to Mom and select watch a movie together. Spike their drinks and then select from the following:

- Influence < 30, nothing much happens
- Influence < 60, watch porn while Mom and Lily are in their underwear
- Influence > 60, watch porn while Lily gives you a handjob
- Influence > 80, watch porn then fuck Mom and Lily
- * Cum inside Lily or cum over Mom
- Nora and Mom Study Event
Nora must have come over to help you with the biology problem and stayed in the Dining Room
Beach Scenes
The beach scenes appear after day 40 when the character is invited to go to the beach on Saturdays. This is an all-day event (morning and afternoon). On arrival, there will be a change scene, the bathing suit will be more revealing if her public option is set to True, or her slut_score > 70, regular bathing suits otherwise. Each woman will walk to the beach, if public option is active they will show off for the men on the beach.

Beach options repeat in the morning and afternoon, each girl has specific scenes related to the activity.

Get some lunch
- The usual serum scene, costs $20, allows a chance to add serum to their food

Go for a swim
- Minor scene for Mom while swimming
  - Influence < 35, talks about the old days on the school swim team
  - Influence < 50, talks about how the swim team used to fuck in the water during practice
  - Influence < 80, jerks you off in the water
  - Influence > 80, fucks you in the water (cum inside or on her)

Play some volleyball
- Minor scene for Stephanie while playing volleyball
  - Influence < 45 - just play volleyball, no scene
  - Influence < 70 - Stephanie flashes the other team when they win
  - Influence < 100 - Stephanie strips to win, then shows all to you and the other team
  - Influence > 100 - Stephanie strips to win, then blows you letting the other team watch
  - Cum down her throat or on her face
  - Picture for Mom when slut_score > 74 where her top falls off her tits, if her public option is set she will show off for the other team

Go for a walk along the beach
- Minor scene for Lily when you walk along the beach
  - Influence < 40, a nice walk, nothing happens
  - Influence < 70, Lily gives a hand job behind the rocks
  - Influence < 90, Lily fucks behind the rocks
  - Influence > 90, Lily gives a blow job behind the rocks
  - Minor scene for Alexia when you walk along the beach and fuck her
  - Influence < 35, just a regular walk
  - Influence < 55, Alexia flashes other people on the beach
  - Influence < 70, Alexia walks topless
  - Influence < 90, Alexia walks naked and fingers herself
  - Influence > 90, Alexia walks naked and gives you a blowjob
  - Cum down her throat or on her face

Lie down and relax
- Minor scene for Nora where you rub lotion on her
  - Influence < 45 - put sun screen on Nora, grope her ass
  - Influence < 75 - strips and asks you to put sun screen on her
  - Influence < 100 and Public Option unset - strips naked, asks you to put sun screen on her, allows you to rub her pussy
  - Influence > 100 - strips naked, asks you to put sun screen on her, Nora rubs sun screen on you, and blows you a thank you
  - Cum down her throat or on her face

Public Slut Training
This requires the use of two serums (of any kind) to alter the characters behavior to make them be more uninhibited with others. If you do not want to share the characters with others then DO NOT start this training. This also adjusts certain sex events, lowering the Influence required for the event, and on occasion adjusts the resulting text in the orgasm scene.

This is a one time event.
- Blue Serum will not adjust any stats
- Red Serum will lower Influence by 5
- Purple Serum will lower Resistance by 10

Lily Public Slut
Lily has two actions where she is naked and you make her go outside
- Write on her and have her walk around the block
- Give her a vibrator and use it while she walks around the block

Mom Public Slut
Mom’s Public Slut options adjust the scenes when she wears a revealing outfit to work, she will allow her boss and co-workers to fuck her rather than just expose herself or maybe touch her if she is not a Public Slut. Mom gives you a blowjob on a live stream
- Cum on her face
- Cum in her mouth

Nora Public Slut
Nora’s training happens in the Lab, while you give her the serum she gets a phone call
- Eat her out while she is on the phone
- Have her give you a blowjob while she is on the phone
Stephanie Public Slut
Stephanie’s training happens in the Lab during the Morning First talking about how horny Stephanie always seems to be she sucks your cock
- Cum in her mouth, have her get you a drink without swallowing
- Cum on her face, have her get you a drink without cleaning it up

Alexia Public Slut
Alexia’s training happens in her private corner of the library First talking about how horny Alexia is all the time tell her how so many guys on campus want to fuck her Make her dress without her underwear, the skirt shorter and the shirt showing more cleavage
- Cum on her face and send her to class without cleaning it off
- Send her to class telling her to suck off one of the other students

Cumslut Training
This alters the text when cumming on or in the characters, at times they will play with the cum on their own. On occasion they will attempt to get the last bit of cum out of your cock, or will speak more about how much they love the taste or feel of your cum. This is a training event that uses serum just like the Public Slut Training. When starting you will ask the character how many times you have cum on or in them, the response is adjusted by how many times this has happened in the past, the game has a counter for this and its best to wait and leave this training for later to get a better response.

The cum scenes do not make much difference, other than the descriptions. This is a one time event.
- Blue Serums will not adjust any stats
- Red Serum will lower Influence by 5
- Purple Serum will lower Resistance by 10

Lily Cumslut Training
Will ask how many times you have cum on her Then will fuck Lily and cum in her mouth
- Have her gargle and drink your cum
- Have her spit your cum over her tits and rub it in

When Lily becomes your Cumslut she will drop her boyfriends and be exclusive to the MC. To check this go to Lily’s room when she is not there and check her computer.

Mom Cumslut Training
Will ask how many times you have had sex Strip Mom in the living room then fuck her until you cum inside, she begs you for it
- Have her lick your cock clean
- Fuck her a little bit more

Nora Cumslut Training
Ask Nora how many times she has made you cum, ask her where she likes it the most - she loves it on her tits Nora strips then begins to fuck you, waiting for you to cum on her tits, when you do
- Have her play with your cum
- Fuck her a little bit more

Stephanie Cumslut Training
Ask Stephanie how many times she has sucked your cock, she loves it in her mouth Stephanie then sucks you again, playing with herself
- Make her beg for your cum
- Skull fuck her while you cum

Alexia Cumslut Training
Ask Alexia how many times you have cum in her mouth Tell her to suck you off one more time, cum in her mouth then
- Throat fuck her cum filled mouth
- Have her gargle, spit, and play with your cum

Console Commands for Main Characters:

Easiest is

Money - for money
Influence is coded as the slut_score = slut level (see below on what the ranges are, different scenes for each level)
Resistance is coded as resist_score = resistance
Each character has a basic command of (char)_public = to activate the public slut outfits
To change serum use the following structure:

- player_money=#
- momO.slut_score=#
- sisO.slut_score=#
- noraO.slut_score=#
- stephO.slut_score=#
- alexO.slut_score=#
- momO.resist_score
- sisO.resist_score
- noraO.resist_score
Character Influence Levels

Influence is how slutty the character is, the higher the score the more flirtatious and daring they will be. This range is fixed.

- 0-5 not slutty at all.
- 6-15 slightly slutty. Says lewd things but won't follow through. Might forget that some things shouldn’t be shown off. (Leans over too far, grabs own tits, etc.)
- 16-25 minor slut. Likes being watched and feels like it's normal. (Leans over for you, doesn’t mind being seen naked sometimes, talks about sex freely, masturbates in private at night)
- 26-40 moderate slut. Masturbates in private during the day, comfortable seeing you naked and being naked in front of you most of the time. Might ask to be touched by you or give you a handjob.
- 41-65 major slut. Masturbates in public if they think they can get away with it. Starts wearing skimpier clothing around the house, teasing you on purpose, or engaging in mutual masturbation, handjobs, or blowjobs.
- 66-80 Huge slut. Wears slutty clothing when they can, willing to have give handjobs, titjobs, or blowjobs.
- 81-95 Massive slut. Loves sex, servicing, and being a slut. Will let you fuck her whenever you want.
- 96-100 Colossal slut. Will present for sex without asking, suck you off unless you tell them no, and do anything if you promise to fuck them later.

Resistance

Resistance raises each time the serum is used; often before a scene plays out there will be text noting if the situation is new, or has occurred previously, repeating scenes will raise resistance more than the first time. The resistance is used to limit the increase of influence, it lowers naturally by letting the women get used to their new situation, or by using the Hub scenes to lower resistance; normally the resistance lowers by 1 each day. Serums are less effective when the resistance score is high, major events have higher resistances so they more you they are repeated the faster resistance increases.

- <= 15 - No resistance
- <= 40 - Slight resistance
- <= 60 - Moderate resistance
- <= 80 - Major resistance
- >= 81 - Complete resistance